
Twitter Is Willing to Give Trump’s Private
Messages to DOJ Without a Warrant
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James O’Keefe of Project Veritas reveals that Twitter is ready to hand over President
Trump’s private messages to the Justice Department. O’Keefe obtained undercover video of
Twitter engineer, Clay Haynes, saying “We’re more than happy to help the DOJ with their
little investigation.” He describes in chilling detail just how much information Twitter
gathers on literally everyone – including deleted messages. He says that what they do is
‘very Big-Brotherish.”
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After Trump’s televised meeting on the Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals DACA
program, a federal judge in California blocked the Trump administration from rescinding
it in March. The judge ruled that deportation protections must remain in place until
legal challenges work their way through the court system. [There is a lot of uncertainty
in the wake of Trumps reversal of position, but one thing is clear; immigration reform
is now an empty phrase.]
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The Center for American Progress Action Fund, founded by Clinton operative, John
Podesta, sent out a memo that reads, “If Democrats don’t try to do everything in their
power to defend Dreamers, that will jeopardize Democrats’ electoral chances in 2018 and
beyond.” [President Trump knows this better than most and, by supporting DACA, has
knowingly handed the Democrats a powerful advantage in future elections.]

Trump Breaks Campaign Promise on
Immigration, Promises to Pass Any DACA Bill
Drafted by Those Who Opposed His Campaign
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DACA allows 700,000 people to stay in the US who were brought in illegally when they
were children. Trump now says he will accept any bill that Congress presents to him,
which is a total abandonment of his promises to end DACA, stop chain migration, and
build the wall. [Those who voted for him because of these promises have been betrayed
again.]


